
Snap One to Showcase New Solutions at ISC West 2022

March 10, 2022

CHARLOTTE, NC, March 10, 2022 –  Snap One,  an industry-leading source of  A/V surveillance,  control,  networking,  and remote management
products for pros, announced that it will demo a range of new products for Partners at ISC West 2022 Booth #26089.

“The Snap One team is looking forward to meeting with our Partners in-person to demo the latest in smart home security control,  surveillance,
networking, lighting and audio solutions that will enhance their installations,” said Clint Choate, Snap One Security Market Director. “With our newest
range of products, Snap One furthers its goal to support our Partners’ every need.” While at the show, dealers can expect:

Clare Controls

 

For the first  time since its introduction in February, Clare Controls will  demo its new series of  ClareVision ‘Color At Night’ high-performance IP
surveillance cameras that leverage wider apertures, Sony® Starvis™ sensors and integrated LED lighting to deliver improved nighttime performance
and  visibility.  The  new series  captures  full-color  images  in  low-light  environments,  and  even  in  complete  darkness,  offering  homeowners  and
businesses greater nighttime security by providing much clearer videos with greater detail. Clare Controls will also showcase the latest updates to the
ClareOne system including new custom voice functions, third-party window shades and third-party lighting drivers. The company’s added support for
Hunter Douglas Shades and Lutron and Philips Hue Lighting will be on display.

Control4

The Snap One booth  will  feature  several  new Control4  automation solutions.  ISC West  attendees can learn  about  the powerful  new Control4
Contemporary Lighting Line and Control4’s integration with Josh.ai that delivers true professional-grade smart home performance.

The new line of Control4 Contemporary Lighting faceplates and buttons offer Partners a modern solution that seamlessly integrates with the Control4
system and provides more options to ensure premium aesthetics for all home designs and decor. Snap One will also demonstrate its expanding
presence and availability of artificial intelligence in the home through a first-of-its-kind Josh.ai driver that is now Control4 Certified and SDDP capable.

https://www.snapav.com/shop/en/snapav/home=


A Solution for Every Need

Snap One will also showcase Episode’s Signature, CORE and Impression speakers, OvrC remote equipment management and monitoring platform,
Araknis networking equipment, WattBox IP power control products, Luma surveillance solutions, Strong racks and mounts, and more – providing
partners with all the solutions they need to succeed. Additionally, the company will highlight its growing list of Partner Stores with a map of all locations,
demonstrating Snap One’s commitment to providing Partners local access to products and customer service. During the show, stay up to date with the
ISC West Mobile app for important information on Snap One and product giveaway opportunities at the company’s Booth #26089. For hi-res images,
click here.

About Snap One

Established in 2005 and based in Charlotte, North Carolina, Snap One is a manufacturer and exclusive source of A/V, security, control, networking and
remote management products for professional integrators. Control4 is Snap One’s premier brand for automation and control. Snap One is an industry
leader in the pro-install channel and helps integrators build their businesses by providing a wide range of high-quality products, easily accessible
through an intuitive website and backed by award-winning service and support. With a vast catalogue of today’s most popular brands, Snap One is the
premier choice for professional installers across the globe. With over 30 local branches in the US and two in Canada, Snap One blends the benefits of
e-commerce  with  the  convenience  of  same-day  pickup.  Additional  information  about  Snap  One  and  its  products  can  be  found  at

www.SnapOne.com.
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